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Lunar Mission: Libration Point vs. LOR 
Mission Scenario Advantages 
E, qlk%^ 
VN^ Lunar Orbit 
Rendezvous (LOR) 
Earth1oon Li 
• No lunar departure
injection window 
• Global lunar access 
• Reusability 
• Protection from failed 
station-keeping 
• Specialized vehicle 
design
• Shorter mission 
duration 
• Lower overall AV cost 
• Fewer critical 
maneuvers required 
0
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Apollo-Style Mission Characteristics -
Nominal Profile Jsc 
• Start with modified Apollo-style sortie mission having lunar 
surface stay time !!^ 5 days, expendable LM, and lunar orbit 
rendezvous after ascent from the surface. 
• Short stay in low-altitude earth parking orbit after launch from Cape 
Canaveral 
• Nominal 4-day transit time between earth and moon (outbound & 
inbound) 
• No free return, but 
• Nonstop abort capability with LOl or LM descent stage 
• Low-latitude lunar landing site 
• Park CSM in 100 km lunar orbit 
• Return to directly to earth surface after rendezvous with CSM
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Require Polar Landing Site	 JSC 
Require surface stay time ^! 14 days at a 
polar site; anytime abort to CSM 
• Necessitates polar orbit at moon 
• Establishes 14-day interval between minimum-AV 
TO opportunities 
• Necessitates extra CSM consumables for 14-day pre-TEI 
loiter in lunar orbit, or 
• Necessitates extra AV for TO plane change for 900 worst 
case 
• AV cost = 1167 m/s for 3-impulse departure 
• AV cost = 2223 mIs for 1-impulse departure 
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Require Global Lunar Surface Access 	 JSC 
• Require access to any site on lunar surface 
• Takes away anytime-return to CSM, or 
• Necessitates extra AV for ascent plane change ( 
2565 m/s for 900 worst case) 
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Require Reuse of LM and Descent 
Propulsion Stage	 JSC 
• Require re-use of LM and its descent/ascent 
propulsion stage 
• Necessitates a higher parking orbit altitude and/or 
extra AV for long-term LM orbit maintenance 
• Necessitates an additional lunar orbit rendezvous 
between CSM and LM before DOI (except for the 
very first flight, which establishes the LM orbit). 
• Establishes 14-day interval between minimum-AV 
LOl opportunities after the first flight 
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Observation re: Added Constraints to 
Direct Mission vs. Li-Based Mission 	 JSC 
• Observe that, after adding all the new 
constraints: 
• the round-trip AV and time requirements for 
rendezvous at Li are comparable (maybe lower) 
than what is needed for rendezvous in lunar orbit, 
and 
• with rendezvous at Li, these requirements are 
essentially independent of the coordinates of the 
landing site
Require Earth Departure from ISS Orbit 	 JSC 
• Require earth departure from ISS orbit 
• Limits minimum-AV TLI opportunities to about 3 
per month 
• Combined with the 14-day interval between 
minimum-AV LOl opportunities described 
previously, this 
• Necessitates extra CSM consumables for 14-day loiter in 
lunar orbit between LOI and DOl, or 
• Necessitates extra AV for LOl plane change for 900 worst 
case 
• AV cost = 1167 m/s for 3-impulse departure 
• AV cost = 2223 m/s for 1 -impulse departure 
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- Observation re: Direct vs. Li-Based Lunar 
Mission Profiles 
-*Observe  that the time and AV requirements 
for a round trip utilizing Li rendezvous vary 
only slightly within any month. This is in stark 
contrast to the requirements for lunar orbit 
rendezvous with a reusable LM, and it makes 
a big difference in the stability of operational 
schedules for such missions if they are to be 
launched from an ISS orbit.
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Earth Orbit to Lunar Orbit 	 JSC I N-1i
Earth Orbit to Lunar Orbit 
Via Direct Transfer, Lunar Swing-by, or Stopover At Librallon Points 
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Earth Orbit to Lunar Orbit (51.6 deg. Inclination) 
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Direct Lunar Transter vs. Lunar Transfer via LI Stopover 
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Earth Orbit to Lunar Orbit (51.6 deg. Inclination) 
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	-	 Effect of Lunar Parking Orbit Inclination on Lunar 
Transfer Opportunities —> Moon to Earth Transfer 
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Additional Charts 
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Earth Orbit to L,, L3 vii Either Direct Transfer or Lunar Swing-by 
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Earth-Moon Li to Lunar Orbit	 JSC 
Total AV vs. Trip Time 
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Inertial Earth Entry Speed vs. Earth-Moon 
Li to Earth Transfer Orbit Inclination Jsc 
Inertial Earth Entry Speed vs. Transfer Orbit Inclination 
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• Expeditionary vs. Evolutionary Missions 
• Libration Point Transfer Vehicle (LTV) 
Kickstage Disposal Options 
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	 Evolutionary JSC 
• Ongoing missions 
• Open-end missions on which 
other missions can build 
• Greater initial capital investment 	 /
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Earth-Moon Li -Gateway for Lunar Surface Operations 
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Gateway Operations - LTV Kickstage Disposal JSC I V_ o
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• Ongoing Gateway operations require robust 
capability for delivery & retrieval of a crew 
• Human occupation of the Gateway Station requires 
a human transfer system in the form of a Libration 
Point Transfer Vehicle (LTV) designed to ferry the 
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LTV Kickstage Disposal _Options JSC 
lstage	 L TV/ Kickstaq' 
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Options considered for LTV kickstage disposal: 
1. Lunar Swingby to Heliocentric Orbit (11 0) 
2. Lunar Vertical Impact (I VI), typifies any lunar impact 
3. Direct Return to Remote Ocean Area (DR OA) 
4. Lunar Swingby to Remote Ocean Area (SROA) 




I valuation Timeframe - 2006 Mission Year Chosen 
- Survey two week period of Li arrivals yielding max (80.2°) and mm
(23.00) plane changes ever possible at Li for crewed spacecraft 
• 28.6° lunar orbit inclination; coplanar departure from 51.6 0 ISS orbit 
• Moon goes from perigee to apogee during the chosen 2-week period; begins 
and ends on the equator
 
I
Maximum L  .4mw.! I 
 
wedge Angle 0 Librailon I 
Point Arrival = 
Earth Parking	 Lunar Orbit Inclination 
Orbit 
4 Lunar Orbit Inclination 





And Moco) N Combine max and min plane changes with arrivals at Li perigee and apogee 
by looking at both choices of arrival velocity azimuth (northerly and 
southerly) for every arrival date (requires arbitrary ISS orbit nodes) 
.2b, Methodology (continued) 	 JSC 
HO, LVI, DROA, SROA, and GO maneuver times 
designed to minimize AV for stage disposal subject to 
imposed constraints 
- Solutions considered to be a practical attempt to minimize these 
maneuver AVs (e.g.: coplanar kickstage deflection maneuver 
assumed optimal for some disposal options) and not rigorous 
global optimizations Analysis 
Analysis Tools 
- Earth Orbit to Lunar Libration (EOLL) scanner* 
Four-body model 
- Earth, moon, sun, spacecraft 
-. Jean Meeus's analytic lunar and solar ephemerides 
Overlapped conic split boundary value solutions individually 
calibrated to multiconic accuracy 
- Validation with STK/Astrogator 





1 LibratiOn Point Transfer Vehicle (LTV)
spacecraft with Kickstage in 
ri4it 407	 4777 k	 i,bit
Option 1. Lunar Swing-By to Heliocentric Orbit (HO) 
ksIiqc I hCS behind trailir'q 
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-Trip lime - 3.5 days (84 hoiim) 
- Braking maneuver at Li 
2	 Kickstage minds SpaCeCi7f?	 3 Gumst phase. 





>Option 1. Lunar Swing-By to Heliocentric Orbit (HO) 
HelIocentrIc Orbit (HO) Transfer 8V vs. Ubratlon Point ArrIval Tim. 
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Option 1. Lunar Swing-By to Heliocentric Orbit (HO) 
• Advantages 
- No Earth or Lunar disposal issues (e.g., impact location, debris 
footprint, litter) 
- Relatively low disposal AV cost 
• Disadvantages 
- Heliocentric space litter (kickstage heliocentric orbit near that of 
the earth) 
- Periodic possibility of re-contact with Earth
(6
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Option 2. Lunar Vertical Impact (LVI) JSC 
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Option 2. Lunar Vertical Impact (LVI) JSC 
Lunar Vertical lmçsct (LVI) Transfer AV vs. L,rstlon Paint Arrival Time 
V Cost to Deflect LTV Kickatage from Li Target to Lunar Vertical Impact 
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Option 2. Lunar Vertical Impact (LVI) JSC 
- No Earth disposal issues (e.g., impact location, debris footprint, 
litter, possible recontact) 
Disadvantage 
- Lunar litter 





(a Option 3. Direct Return to Remote Ocean Area (DROA) 
3 SpcecrafI arr,'eS	 Moor 
al Li 
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Option 3. Direct Return to Remote Ocean Area (DROA) j c AV Budget Gives 2400 Longitude Control 
• Entry flight path angle = 200 selected 
-	 Confines surface debris footprint 
• Impact latitude is determined by: 
1. Spacecraft date of arrival at Li and 
2. Choice of northerly or southerly velocity azimuth at Li arrival 
•	 From an established (e.g., ISS) earth orbit, these two degrees of freedom typically yield 
two or three transfer opportunities to LI every month 
• Impact longitude depends on (1.) and (2.) above, plus 
3. Atmospheric entry time chosen for the kickstage 
•Minimizing the kickatage deflection AV determines an unique (and essentially random) 
impact longitude for an arbitrary transfer opportunity. 
• Kickstage budget gives 240 degrees of longitude control 
-	 If kicksiage disposal is not to constrain the primary mission, the kickstage AV 
budget must be sufficient to allow the impact point to be moved from its 
minimum-LW location to an Atlantic or a Pacific mid-ocean line. 
-	 At any latitude, the maximum longitude difference between the chosen mid-
ocean lines is 240 degrees (see next chart).
22
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Option 3. Direct Return to Remote Ocean Area (DROA) 
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dqbhz Option 3. Direct Return to Remote Ocean Area (DROA) isc 
Direct Remote Ocean Area (DROA) AV vs. Ubration Point Arrival Time 
40
	
AV Cost to Deflect LTV Kickatage from Li Target to Remote Ocean Area Impact 
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Option 3. Direct Return to Remote Ocean Area (DROA) 
Data shown represent best of two solution subtypes 
- Generally there are two local optima for the location of the 
kickstage maneuver point in the earth-to-Li transfer trajectory, of 
which the better one was always chosen 
• Advantages 
- Assuming kickstage disposal is not allowed to constrain the 
primary mission, this option is one of three (HO,DROA,GO) 
requiring the lowest AV budget that could be found (slightly more 
than 90 m/s in all three cases) 
- Avoidance of close lunar encounter, combined with steep entry 
over wide areas of empty ocean minimizes criticality of navigation 
and maneuver execution errors 
• Disadvantages 




	Option 4. Lunar Swingby to Remote Ocean Area (SROA) 	
Jsc 
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Option 4. Lunar Swingby to Remote Ocean Area (SROA) 
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Option 4. Lunar Swingby to Remote Ocean Area (SROA) 
• Advantages 
- None identified 
• Disadvantages 
- This option requires a greater zW budget than any other one examined. 
• The AV values shown are minimum values for impact at an essentially random 
location. 
• The AV required for longitude control will be even higher 
- Inherent sensitivity of this kind of trajectory is almost certain to require 
extended lifetime of the control system to perform midcourse corrections 
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GO AV vs. Ubration Point Arrival Time 
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Option 5. Transfer to Long Lifetime Geocentric Orbit (GO) 	 JS C 
Advantages 
- Preferable to deliberate ocean impact if kickstage carries hazardous material 
— In 4 of the 22 cases studied, the AV requirement for GO disposal (into an orbit 
having a perigee altitude of 6600 km and an apogee altitude in the range of 300000 
- 370000 km) was less than 12 m/s, which is much lower than that found for any 
other option considered. 
- Assuming the 22 cases represent an unbiased sample of all possible transfers 
between earth orbit and Li, this implies that a 12 m/s budget would suffice if it 
were permissable to forgo all but about 20% of the otherwise-available transfer 
opportunities. 
Disadvantages 
— More orbital debris in the earth-moon system 
- The 12 m/s budget described above would increase the average interval between 
usable transfers to something like 50 days, as opposed to 10 days if transfer 
utilization were not allowed to be constrained by the disposal 1W budget (which 
would then have to be more than 90 m/s). 
- To achieve acceptable orbit lifetime, lunar and solar perturbations may necessitate 
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4Geocentric Orbit Lifetime	 JC 
• Spacecraft (kickstage) initial condition - Apogee 
of LEO to EM Li transfer orbit 
- Apogee range: 300,000 km - 371,000 km 
- Perigee range: 6600 km - 20,000 km 
• 45 test case runs 
• Results 
- 56% of the test cases impacted the Earth within 10 
years 
- Spacecraft cannot be left on transfer orbit 
- Further study to determine safe Apogee and Perigee 
Ranges
37 
LTV Orbit Lifetime	 JSC 
Ufotime for LTV Placed in GacCIIt,IC Orbit (GO)
Orbit 
LftUrrw 
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(a	 Summary	 JSC 
• Recommend Direct Remote Ocean Area impact disposal for cases 
without hazardous (e.g., radioactive) material on LTV kickstage 
- Controlled Earth contact 
- Relatively small disposal AV 
- Avoids close encounter with Moon 
- Trajectories can be very sensitive to initial conditions (at disposal 
maneuver) 
V to correct for errors is small 
• Recommend Heliocentric Orbit disposal for cases with hazardous 
material on LTV kickstage 
- No Earth or Lunar disposal issues (e.g.. impact location, debris footprint, 
litter) 
- Relatively low disposal AV cost 
- Further study required to determine possibility of re-contact with Earth
39
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